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P R E F A C E 
The present dissertation entitled "Some Sequence 
Spaces and Matrix Transformations" consists of five chapters. 
The first chapter is introductory and it is planned to provide 
preliminaries of sequence spaces, their duals and classes of 
infinite matrices. 
In the second chapter ue study the work of Kizmaz on 
/\- sequences. 
The third chapter is devoted to study the sequence 
spaces of the type^E(p) for every strictly positive sequence 
P = (P)^ ) • 
In chapter four, we propose to study the concept of 
echelon and co-echelon sequence spaces given by K.G. Grosse -
Erdmann. 
In the final and fifth chapter we give a chart to 
study matrix transformations between sequence spaces \/hicr. 
are of the type E(p). 
Towards the end, we include a comprehensive 
bibliography of books and various publications v/hich have 
been referred to in the present dissertation . 





I n f i n i t e matrices play an inportant role in the theory of 
sequence, s e r i e s , suianability and Fourier series* There was a 
celebrated German Mathematician 0* Toeplltz who f i r s t introduced 
the idea of matrix transformations between sequence spaces by 
giving a very useful s e t of necessary and suf f i c i ent conditions 
to transform convergent sequences into convergent sequences 
leaving the l i m i t (sum) invariant. Since then a large amount of 
l i terature has been come out concerning the transformations of 
one sequence space into another by means of in f in i te matrices. 
In the present d i s ser ta t ion , we consider in particular the 
matrix transformations between ordinary sequence spaces and A -
sequence spaces introduced by H. Kizmaz [lO] and studied by 
various authors, e . g . Ahmad and Mursaleen [ l ] , Malkowsky [ 2 2 ] , 
Sarigol [26] and Basarir [ 3 ] . We also study the echelon and 
co-echelon sequence spaces introduced by K.G. Grosse-Erdmann [8] 
and the matrix transformations between Maddox's sequence spaces 
have also been studied in the present d i s s e r t a t i o n . 
In th is Chapter, we give some well-known def in i t ions , 
notations and basic resu l t s used throughout the present d i s ser -
tat ion to study sequence spaces and matrix transformations. 
Chapter 2 and 3 are devoted to study / \ - sequences , their 
Kothe-Toeplitz duals and matrix transformations. 
In Chapter 4, we wi l l be interested in echelon and co-
echelon sequence spaces due to K.G. Grosse-Erdmann [ 8 ] . 
Chapter 5 , i s devoted to study matrix transformations 
between the sequence spaces x ( p ) , c ( p ) , c ( p ) , i^(p) e t c . for 
which we have provided a chart which was given by K.G. Grosse-
Erdmann [9] • 
1.2 NOTATIONS 
In th i s sect ion , we f i r s t introduce some important notations 
and convention which wi l l be used in describing the resu l t s on 
matrix transformations throughout th i s d i s ser ta t ion . 
The symbols are denoted as fol lows: 
3 : 
N : Set of p o s i t i v e i n t e g e r s . 
R : Se t of a l l r e a l number. 
C : Set of complex numbers. 
A : The matrix (a j^)* (n ,k » 1,2, 
II A l l : sup E | a ^ ^ | . 
n k 
X • (^k)* "^® secpjence whose K term i s Xj^ -
l im x^ = l im X. ; I - I ; sup » sup ; (x(lc)) » (x^) 
k ^ \cr-^m *^  k k-1 k k=«l ,2 , . . . 
1.3 SEOJENCE SPACES 
A sequence space i s a l i n e a r subspace of the space s of 
a l l complex sequences. 
s = [x = (xj^) : Xj^ &R or C j , 
4> = The space of a l l f i n i t e l y non-zero sequences. 
JL = [ x = (xj^) : sup | x j < CO ] 
The space of bounded sequences. 
: 4 : 
c = | x = (xj^) : l im x^ - I, l e C 
The space of convergent sequences. 
*=o "[^ " ^ ""k) ' ^^ ""k' °] 
The space of nu l l sequences. 
K»* ^*^o ^^^'3 ^^ Banach spaces with the norm, 
II X 11 - sup I x^l . 
k 
We have ^ C~ c^CL c cz i $ ^® inc lus ion being s t r i c t . 
We wr i te e^ and e to denote . 
e^ = ( 0 , 0 , 0 , , l ( k place) , 0 , 0 , 0 , . . . . ) V^kGN. 
e = ( 1 , 1 , 1 1 ) . 
A sequence x = (Xj^ ) i s ca l l ed a Cauchy sequence if and only if 
I x^ - Xjjjl > o, (m,n >oo) i . e . for any 6 > ©t there e x i s t s 
N * N( e ) such tha t I x^ ^ - x^ ^^ l < G , for a l l n,m 2 N. 
^ = {x ° ^^ I^c^  • I'^n " m^^  ^ ° ' ^^ " » " ^ " J 
The s e t of a l l Cauchy Sequences. 
Then we have; C Q ^ ^ C : !„• (See MADDOX [18]). 
However, by well established convention we define, 
Y =« I a = (a^) X x e c | = | a : r aj^  converges| 
The space y of all convergent series. 
Ij^  « [a - (a^) : E 1 a^ j < « ] 
The space X., of a l l abso lu te ly convergent s e r i e s . 
Then we have, A c . Y C . c c c « i:S cz l ^ t the inc lus ion being s t r i c t . 
= {x - (x^) • ^ l^ k - '^ k-ll < - ' o^ • ° } D » S ^ V ' I r f V V A 1 « / • U l ^ « - — / V I ^ V l - N * * * * ^ _ •— \ / \ ^ 
The space v is c a l l e d the space of the sequence x » (xy^) of 
bounded v a r i a t i o n and v i s a Banach Space with the usual norm. 
11 x l l - E |xj^ - Xj^^^l. 
We have, -^j^C v C c , the inclusion being s t r i c t . 
We w i l l a l so need the following seq. spaces: 
cs = X x e s : Z X. converges 1 
n , 
bs = ] X G s : ( Z X,) ^ i s bounded I . 
<- > _ i K n J l c = l 
: 6 : 
For an a r b i t r a r y sequence of p o s i t i v e r e a l s p = (Pk)kai» 
the following sequence spaces were introduced and inves t iga ted by 
Maddox [17] and Simons [ 2 8 ] . 
P I 
Ijp) = ^x « (xj^) : sup | x ^ | < - j , 
c(p) » [ x - ( x j ^ ) : | x j ^ - l | -—>o , for some 1 G <^J 
r ^^ ^ 
CQ(P) - [ X - ( X ^ ) : | x ^ | > o j . 
p 
i(p) ={x - (xj^ ) : Z | x j *" < - j . 
1.4 DUAL SPACES 
In t h i s s ec t i on , we [6] define the dual spaces of sequence 
space X. 
X = | a « (a^) : Z \ w \ < «» f o r ®ac^ x ^ - X j 
X = j a = (aj^) : Z ^v^lc ®^ convergent, for each x e x | 
Y , « , 
X = j a = ( a j : sup [ Z a .x . l < « , for each xGX I 
'• '^  n Ic=»l '^  "^  i 
a 
where X , i s ca l l ed the a-( or Kothe-Toepli tz) dual space of the 
sequence space X. 
• 7 • 
X , i s c a l l e d the p - (o r genera l ized Ko'the-Toeplitz) dual 
space of t he sequence space X* 
Y 
and X i s ca l l ed the Y-<^ual space of the sequence space X. 
a P Y 1 1 
We can show t h a t X C X C l X . If XCY then Y^CX*, for 
t *= a»P» or Y» 
Now assume t h a t the sequence space X c a r r i e s a l i n e a r 
topology. The X denotes i t s Topological dual i . e . the elements 
of X are the continuous l i n e a r func t iona l on X. 
If X conta ins every sequence e.(lc€:N), then f-dual of 
X i s defined a s . 
X « [a = (aj^) : X «(f(«k)),f for some f e x I . 
1.5 SOME MORE DEFINITIONS 
A sequence space X with a l i n e a r topology i s c a l l e d a 
K-space provided each of the maps P^ ^ : X — ^ K, P^(x) « x^ i s 
continuousy i 2 ! • ^^ o ther words, a sequence space X t h a t 
i s endowed with a l i n e a r topology i s c a l l e d a K-space if every 
funct ional x = (Xj^ ) > x (ngN) i s continuous on X. 
8 : 
A l o c a l l y convex space i s ca l led a Frechet space if i t is 
met r i sab le and the underlying met r ic space i s complete. 
Let X be a K-space. If , in add i t i on , (X,T) i s an 
F- (Freche t , Banach, LF-, LB-) space, then X i s ca l led a Frechet 
K^(FK-, BK-, LFK-, LBK-) space. 
LFK-(LBK-) spaces are exac t ly those sequence spaces tha t 
can be w r i t t e n as a union of countable family of FK-(BK-) spaces, 
endowed with the corresponding induct ive l i m i t topology. 
Suppose tha t X conta ins (|). Then X i s said to have 
r Cn] . 
property AS if the s e t | x ; n^N Vis bounded in X for 
[n] n 
every x€:X, where x » E x^e^ for n ^ N . 
kal ^ '^ 
[n] 
I t i s said to have proper ty AK i f x > x in X 
as n >« for every x £ X . 
I t has property AO if (|> i s dense in X. 
A K-space X i s c a l l e d an AK ( r e s p . an AD, a BS)- space 
if each X GX has the proper ty AK ( r e s p . AD, BS) . 
Let X be any sequence space . Then X i s ca l led normal 
if X e x and y & s with jyj^j <. | Xj^ j for a l l k^N implies 
t h a t y e x . 
X i s ca l l ed p e r f e c t (p -per fec t ) if X = X(X « X). 
A s e t B in a TVS X i s ca l l ed a ba r re l if i t i s 
absorbing, balanced, convex and closed in X* 
A l o c a l l y convex Topological Vector space (X,T) i s said 
to be ba r re led i f every b a r r e l in X i s a neighbourhood of o; 
if X i s a K~space, then i t i s said to be barreled K-space. 
A Banach space X i s r e f l ex ive i f f every bounded sequence 
( i n the norm topology) of X conta ins a subsequence converging 
weakly to an element of X* 
1.6 CLASSES OF MATRICES 
Let X and Y be two non-empty subsets of the space s . 
Let A = ( ajjif)» (n,lc • 1 ,2 ,3 , . . . • • ) , be an i n f i n i t e matrix of r ea l 
or complex numbers. By (X,Y) we denote the c lass of a l l matr ices 
A such t h a t the s e r i e s A^x » Z a^,,x. converges for a l l x e x 
J. « n K K 
(n = 1,2, ) and the sequence Ax = (A^{x)) w i l l be ca l led the 
A-transform of x. l im Ax = lim A^( x) when i t e x i s t s . n n n ' */ «• 
If x e x implies AxeY, we say t h a t A defines a (matrix) 
t ransformation from X in to Y, denoted by AG(X,Y). By (X,Y;?} 
: 10 : 
matrix, we mean the subset of (X,Y) matrix for which l imi t s or 
sums are preserved. 
Let A € : ( c , c ) , Then A i s calLed a conservative (or 
convergence preserving) matrix. If in addit ion, 
l im A (x) = lim x^, then A i s cal led regular and we write 
n " n "" 
A e ( c , c ; P ) . 
For a conservative matrix A, 
:X;(A) - l imE a j ^ - E ( l im a^ )^ 
i s ca l l ed the character is t ic of A. The number lim a . , and 
n "'^  
lim £ a u are referred to as character is t ic number of A. 
n Jc ""^  
Let A 6 ( c , c ) . Then A i s co-regular i f and only i f 
^ ( A ) ^ o , and A i s co-null otherwise. 
An i n f i n i t e matrix A i s coercive i f and only i f , Ax^c, 
for a l l x e l ^ f i»e . A 6 ( i ^ » c ) . 
: 11 
1.7 SOME IMPORTANT AND WELL KNOWN RESULTS 
In t h i s s ec t i on , we sha l l give some important well known 
r e s u l t s which are very useful throughout the d i s s e r t a t i o n . 
THEOREM 1.7.1 (TOEPLITZ [ 3 3 ] ) : The matrix A = (a^ j^^ ) 
i s conserva t ive i . e . A ^ ( c , c ) i f f i t s a t i s f i e s the following 
cond i t ions : 
(a) there i s a cons tan t k such t h a t 
^ 13«irl < *^» ^o^ every n . 
k=l ^^ 
(b) for every k, lim a^j^ =» aj^, 
n ••> oo 
(c) l im Z a^^ « a 
n > « kssl 
If, in add i t i on , '^vr ~ ^ ^ ° ^ ^ ^ ^» ^^^ a = 1, then the above 
condi t ions are necessary and s u f f i c i e n t for the matrix A to be 
r e g u l a r . 
THEOREM 1.7.2 (M. S t i e g l i t z and H. Tietz [ 32 ] ) : 
A 6 ( C ^ , C ) if and only i f 
12 : 
(a) sup L |a_^l < • . 
n k "'^  
(b) l im a^ j^^  e x i s t s for a l l k, 
n 
THEOREM 1 . 7 . 3 (M. S t i e g l i t z and H. T ie t z [32] ) 
A e ( c , c ^ ) i f and only i f 
(a ) sup Z I a^ j^ l < 00. 
n k 
(b) l im a . = o for a l l k. 
n 
( c ) l im Z a_i, - o 
n k ""^  
THEOREM 1 . 7 . 4 (M. S t i e g l i t z and H. T ie tz [32] ) 
A 6 ( C Q , C Q ) i f and only i f 
(a ) sup Z IBJ^J I^ < oo. 
n k 
(b) l im a^ y^  = o for a l l k. 
n 
THEOREM 1 . 7 . 5 (SCHUR [ 2 7 ] ) : A matrix A = (a^j^) i s 
coerc ive (Schur) i . e . A e ( i , c ) i f and o n l y i f i t s a t i s f i e s 
OO 
the following conditions 
(a) lim a_. exists for each k 
n ^^ 
: 13 : 
(b) Z I s^ijl converges for every n and the convergence 
n 
i s Uniform in n. 
An alternate cr i ter ion for the Schur matrix i s given in 
the following form of a Theorem. 
THEOREM 1.7.6 (M. S t i e g l i t z and H. Tietz [32]) : 
A € : ( ^ , c ) if and only i f 
(a ) sup L I a ,^ 1 < 
(b) lim a^ ,^  e x i s t s for a l l Ic. 
n V oo 
(c) 11m L | a ^ - lim a ,^ | « o . 
n k "*^  j^ njc 
THEOREM 1.7.7 (M. Stieglitz and H. Tietz [32]): 
n k 
THEOREM 1.7.8 (M. Stieglitz and H. Tietz [32]). 
£ la„.| < oo. sup ^ , - ^ 
n k "'^  
: 14 : 
REMARK 1; A matrix can not be both regu la r and a Schur 
m a t r i x . Hence, i f A » ( a-ju) i s r e g u l a r , there i s a bounded 
secfuence which i s transformed by A in to a divergent sequence. 
REMARK 2t For o the r important mat r ix c l a s ses we r e f e r 
the survey a r t i c l e by M. S t i e g l i t z and Hubert Tie tz [ 3 2 ] . 
/ ^ ^ 
ON NEW TYPE OF SEQUENCES 
AND THEIR DUALS 
CHAPTER-.II 
ON NEW TYPE OF SEQUENCES AND THEIR DUALS 
2 . 1 INTRODUCTION 
The main ob jec t of t h i s chapter i s to study the sequence 
spaces introduced by H. Kizmaz [ l o ] i . e . , ^1^, A c , A c ^ , t h e i r 
(x.y p.y Y'^^u^^ ^^^ some matr ix t ransformat ions of these new 
sequence spaces . 
2 . 2 DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 
In t h i s s ec t i on , we a l so r e c a l l many important d e f i n i t i o n s 
and no ta t ions which are of spec ia l s ign i f i cance in the sequel to 
prove the main r e s u l t s of t h i s chap te r . 
If Ax = (xj^ - X. _| . ,) , we define [lO] the following sequence 
space s 
A 1 . = [ X - (x^) : A x e L } or 
A t - [ x = (xj^) : sup | x ^ - x^^^l < coj 
A c = j X B ( Xj^ ) : Ax ^ c I or 




[ X a (x^) : A x e c ^ I or 
where J) ,c and c^ be the l i n e a r spaces of complex bounded, 
convergent and n u l l sequences x s= (xj^)» 
The spaces Ax > A c , A c , are Banach spaces with the 
norm* 
11x11 . 1x^1 + II x | | . . 
A 
2 .3 LEMMAS 
In t h i s s ec t ion , we have a lso deduced a number of Lenanas 
which are due to Kizmaz [lO] and have important charac te r in the 
theory of matr ix t ransformat ions in these new sequence spaces . 
LEMMA 2 . 3 . 1 ; Sup | Xj^  - Xj^ _^ ^ 1 < « if and only if 
- 1 
( a ) sup k |XK.| < « , 
k "^  
- 1 
(b) sup jxj^ - k (k+1) x^^^\ < CO. 
n oo *^n+k-l 
LEMMA 2 .3 .2 ; If sup | Z cA then sup(P„l Z -= j) < 
n ^=1 "^  n " k=l ^n+k 
17 : 
where (P^^ ^ ^ sequence of pos i t i ve numbers increasing monoto-
n ica l ly to inf in i ty* 
eo 
LEMMA 2 . 3 . 3 : I f the s e r i e s E c. i s convergent, then £ t , 
lc=l ^ 
-o *^n+k-l 
l im (P„ I -B ) = o . 
n 
LEMMA 2 . 3 . 4 ; I f sup | £ P, a | < « , then 
n i ) - l ^ ^ 
sup |P E a^l < oo. 
n " lc=n+l '• 
where (P ) be a sequence as above. 
LEMMA 2 . 3 . 5 : If Z P,. a^ i s convergent , then 
k=l '^  "^  
l i m P-, E 3ir ^ o* 
n " k=rM-l "^  
LEMMAV 2 . 3 . 6 : I f E k a. i s convergent i f and only i f 
k=l *^  
E R^ i s convergent with n R_ « o ( l ) , where R = £ au,. 
k=l '^  ' " " k=n+l ^ 
2 .4 DUAL SPACES 
In t h i s s e c t i o n we [10] determine the a - , p - , y -dua l s of 
18 : 
Z\l^t and obtained some useful r e s u l t s in the c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n of 
c e r t a in matr ix maps. 
THEOReM 2 . 4 , 1 (H. KIZMAZ [lO]) 
a 
(a) ( A i j - [ a « ( a j ^ ) : Z lc| a^| < « ] « D^. 
(b) (AJIj^) » | ^a = (aj^) : Z k aj^  i s convergent, 
and Z |RJ- | < «» 1 a D^* 
to-l "^  J -i 
0 ^ r 
(c) ( A y = [ a - (a^) : sup I Z k a^| < «, 
n ICBI 
and E |R. j < « f « D^. 
k»l '^  J 3 
where R^ = I a.* . 
^ a)»k+l ^ 
PROOF ( a ) ; If a6D^ then Z I aj^ Xj^ l = S kj a^| (1 x^ | /k) 
k=l " ^ k=l 
by Lemma 2.3.1» sup ( | x ^ l / k ) < « so we have 
k ^ 
= r k | a^ | (Ixj^l/k) < «o for each x e A J ^ 
OO 
= L k| a,,! <» for each X C ^ A I 
k=l ^ 
: 19 : 
This iiDplies t h a t a € ( A I ^ ) • 
I f a e ( A i ) , then Z I a^x. | < « , for each X ^ A L * 
lc=l k-^k' 
So we take 
^ t " ^ 
o k = 1 
k k 2 2 
then la , 1 + 1 | a^x. | - E k|a^| < « . 
^ k=l "^  "^  k-1 * 
This i m p l i e s tha t a 6Dj^. 
( b ) : Suppose tha t a 6 D 2 . I f X £ A 1 ^ » then there e x i s t s 
one and only one y « (yj^) ^ jj^, such t h a t A : A i ^ > i^» 
k 
X = ( x j > y = ^Yk^  =" ^^k " '^k+l^' ^° •'^ ^^ ^® ^k • ~ ^ Y2;-l» 2;=1 
Yo = 0 -
n n k 
then r ajjXj^  = - L aj^  ( 2 Y;;}-!^ 
k=l k=l "^  i?«l 
n n-1 
- I RuYu + R„ 3: y 
k=l k'k ^ "n I^^ j_ 'k 
( 2 . 4 . 1 ) 
n-1 
Since Z RuYu. i s a b s o l u t e l y convergent and R Z y^ —> o (n—^<>o) 
k=l ^ ^ " k=l '^  
20 : 
by Lemma 2 . 3 , 6 . The s e r i e s E a,-X^ i s convergent for each 
k=l ^ ^ 
x e A L » *^^5 y i e l d s aeiAij^* 
I f a ^ C A j . ) , then I a^x.^. i s convgt . , for each 
k=»l ^ ^ 
x e A l - We take 
^v •=< 
o, k = 1 
k, k > 1 
Thus I k a,^  i s convergent . This implies n R » o( i ) by Lemma 
k-1 ^ 
2.3.6. If we use (2.4.1) we get, 
k=l '^ "^  k-l ^ ^ 
convergent, for all y ^ i 
So we have Z |R,^ | < « and a £ D«. 
k»l 
(C) : The proof of (C) i s the same as the proof of ( b ) . 
• 
REMARK 1; I t i s easy to check, 
( A I J = ( A c ) , for + = o,p,Y-
21 : 
REMARK 2; Some time we denote ( A^ , ) = AI 
2.5 MATRIX TRANSFORMATIONS 
Let each of E and F denote one of the sequence spaces 
I and c , and l e t E and F denote one of the sequence spaces 
A I ^ and A c . Let (X,Y) denote the s e t of a l l i n f i n i t e matrices 
A which map X in to Y« 
THEOREM 2«5.1; A 6 ( E ' , F ) i f and only if 
(a) (a j^^)6F. and (A„(lc))6F 
(b) R 6 ( E , F ) , 
oe a* 
Where A_( k) = E ^ a-^ and R = ( r J - ( Z a. ) . 
PROOF; For the neces s i t y , i f A6(E ,F) then the se r i e s 
oe 
Ax = (A^(x ) ) , A„(x) = L a„.x. i s convergent and ( A ^ ( x ) ) 6 F , 
n n ICIBI nit K n 
for each n ^ N and a l l x6E . The n e c e s s i t y of (a) i s t r i v i a l . 
We j u s t put x =« ( l , o , o , o , . . . . ) and x = (k) . 
Furthermore we have Z Ir^^J < « for each n€N 
k=il ^^ 
(by theorem 2 . 4 . 1 ) , Now l e t x 6 E , 








where y 6 E , y^ « o such t h a t Xj^  = 
- ^ Yr-l 
r» l ^ -^  
Hence lira A_^(m,x) = A_( x) = - E r . y. for each n 6 N . 
m 
Here r^„ = T a_ , = o when m 
Thus, we g e t R^Cy) » I ^nk^k ®° ( R n ( y ) ) € F , for -each y e E 
k*l 
This y i e l d s R € ( E , F ) . 
Now f o r the s u f f i c i e n c y par t , l e t us suppose t h a t (a) and 
(b) ho ld . 
I f xGE , 
\ = < 
x , , k = 1 
k > 1 
where x » C Xj^ ) €. E 
We w r i t e aga in ( 2 . 5 . 1 ) and g e t 
: 23 
This implies Aj^ ( x) ex i s t s for each x^E and A ^(E ,F) . 
THEOREM 2«5.2; A 6 ( E , F ' ) if and only if 
(a) Z I a_,,| < - , for each n^N 
k«l ^^ 
(b) B£(E,F) , 
where B - (b^^) - (a^^ " ^n+l,k)-
PROOF; The proof of Theorem 2.5.2 is t r i v i a l 
• 
THEOREM 2 . 5 . 3 ; 
(1) t H A c = i a A c ^ .M, 
re MQ » [x « (xj^) ; x 6 J , , lim (x^ - Xj^ ^^ ) = o J , 
(2) (M,, U ' ^ L V 
(3) A e ( j ^ , M )^ if and only if 
(a) sup 2 |a . | < 
n k=l "'^  
: 24 : 
(b) lim Z | a . - a , . | « o . 
n k«l ^^ '^•^»'^ 
PROOF, ( l ) If X ^ i ^ n ^ ^ » ^ ^ " '•^ h ^ ® 
x^J?^ and (xj^-x^^j^) > i (k 
x e \ . and x^-Xj^ j^^  « i + ^ j ^ ( ^j^—> o, k 
This implies t h a t , Xj^  - x^ _|_, = nA + I ^ j ^ 
x^ . , = X - ni/ - r ^ 
and so 1 . i - ^ - 1 s" 6 
n n n ^^^ k 
when n > « , jl = o i . e . (Xj^  - x^^^,) -
t h i s implies t h a t x 6 A c 
so we have x P X and x ^ A c ^ 
or X e J ^ O A c ^ . 
( 2 ) . The proof i s t r i v i a l . 
( 3 ) . For the proof of (3) we have 
: 25 
A e ( L ' MQ) where M^ = t 0 ^ c < 
A e ( J ^ , J!^ ) and A e ( l ^ , A c ^ ) 
A & ( 1 . . i j and B e ( ^ . c^) 
vyhere B - A A = ( a ^ ^ - a^^^^j^) 
' * — ^ A e ( i ^ , IJ if and only i f sup E | a ,^^ l < « , 
and B € ( i ^ , c ^ ) if and only if l im E lb^^ | - o, 
n k 
sup Z la^^l < CO and lim Z ja^^ - a^^^^j^l » o . 
O 
THEORBA 2 . 5 , 4 ; If A e ( c , c ) and sup E | r ^ l < «», 
then A € ; ( M „ , C ) where r_^ « E ^no • 
o nk iJsic+i ^^ 
PROOF; To prove A 6(M , c ) , we have to show t h a t Ax e x i s t s 
for every x6M^ i . e . (xe-i and x e A c _ ) . Now since 
eo 
sup E | r 1,1 < "» and lim r . e x i s t s as AG(c,c) also 
n k=l ^^ n ^^ 
: 26 : 
l im S r^^ ( x ^ - x^^^) = x^ a - M « M ' 
=» V-x^M^, lim E r^j^ (Xj^  - Xj^ j^^ ) e x i s t s 
n k 
and R = (r^j^) e ( c ^ , c ) 
Now 
1 ^ ^nk \ - ^1 l i ^nk - ^ ^ ' nk ^ ^k ' ^^k+l^  "^  (^1 " ^n^ ^-
Taking the l i m i t on both s ides as m > •• 
mn 
Z 
k ^^ ^ ^nk ^k = V ^ ) "- '^l j^ ^ i^ ^ k - ^^^ ^nk ( V ' ^ k ^ l ^ ' ^^'^'^^ 
for each x gM^ 
Taking the l i m i t of both s ides of ( 2 ,5 .2 ) as n 
^^ I "^^  ""^ ' " " ^ ^ ^ l "^'^  ' ^ ^ l ''"'^  "^"^  " '''^•^i^ 
lim r a_^ x. e x i s t s for each xGM^ 
j^ j^ TIK K O 







GENERALISED DIFFERENCE SEQUENCE SPACES 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
In t h i s Chapter we have s tudied the sequence spaces 
A I ^ ( P ) » A C ( P ) , A C ( P ) obtained by AIWAD and Mursaleen [ l ] . 
The ordinary Kothe-Toepli tz dual (p-dua l ) of A J ^ ( P ) 
and absolute Kothe-Toepli tz duals ( a -dua l s ) of AJ^(p)f Ac(p) 
and A c ^ ( p ) obtained by £• Malkowsky [22] was a lso discussed in 
the Chapter, 
Fur ther we a l so consider the matrix transformations 
in these spaces which gives a c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n of the c l a s s 
( At(p), Ij. 
3.2 DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 
Some important definitions and notations are presented 
in this section. 
We define [22] the following sequences spaces. 
AIJP) =[X = (X^ ) : AX e Ijp) , 
: 28 : 
Pk 
=» [x = (xj^) : sup |xj^ - x^^j^l < oo j . 
Ac(p) = { x = (xj^) : A x e c ( p ) , 
Pk 1 
= [ x = (x^) : | ( x ^ - x^^^) - 11 — ^ 0 , le C j 
A c ^ ( p ) - [ x - (x^) : A x 6 c ^ ( p ) } , 
= [ x = (x^) : | x ^ - x^^J > o j . 
when (pj^) i s cons t an t with a l l the term equal to p > 0 we have 
A J L ( P ) " A J L » ^<^(p) - ^ < ^ "^** ^<^o^p) = ^ ' ^ o -
3.3 DUAL SPACES 
In t h i s sec t ion we [22] deteimine the ordinary K3the-
Toepl i tz dual of A \ , ( p ) and the absolute Kothe-Toeplitz duals 
of A i . ( p ) , A ,c (p ) , Ac_(p) and obtained some i n t e r e s t i n g r e s u l t s 
for the c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n s of the matr ix t r ans fo rmat ions . 
THEOREM 3.3 .1 For every s t r i c t l y p o s i t i v e secfuence 
p = (P^)* '^^  have 
, fi a « (. oo k-1 l / p . 
(a) ( A I J p ) ) = a { a = ( a J : Z ja^l I N J < « 
N=2 I- ^ k=l '^  j= l 
(1) 
= D (p) 
: 29 : 
- 1 - 1 / P 
(b) ( A c ( p ) ) " = U [ a = ( a j : E |a^l E N < « j 
° N-2 L *^  k=l ^ i= l 
ol^P) 
PROOF ( a ) ; For the s u f f i c i e n c y par t , l e t us suppose that 
, (1 ) , - , , "-1 i / P j 
x G A i ( p ) and a 6 D ^ ( p ) . This means t h a t Z | aj^ l E N < « . 
We have to show t h a t I j aj^ Xj^ l < « . 
k«l 
We choose N > max 1 1 , sup | Axj^J | 
Then 
k-1 
E laj^x^l 1 E la^II E A;c . | + | x , | E |a^ | ( 3 . 3 . 1 ) 
1 ^ ^ k=:l ^ j= l ^ -^  k-1 '^  
CO k-1 ^/Pj 
1 E jaj^l E N + | x , l E la^j 
k-1 ^ j " l ^ k=l '^  
k-1 ^/Pj 
Since E N > 1 for arb i trary N > 1 (k = 2 , 3 , . . . ) 
j = l 
( l ) » ~ 
a ^D (p) impl i e s E l a . l < « . so E | a ^ x , | < <». 
* k=l ^ k=l "^  ^ 
. a 
This impl i e s t h a t a 6 ( A X ( p ) ) • 
For the necessary p a r t , l e t us suppose tha t 
a e ( A 4 , ( p ) ) and a 4 D ^ (p) . Then we have 
: 30 : 
k-1 ^/Pj 
2 1 a^ l S N = « for some Integer N > 1. 
k=l ^ j=l 
k-1 i/Pj 
We define the sequence x = (x,,) by x. « E N 
^ ^ j - 1 
(k = 1,2, ) . Then i t i s easy to see t h a t x e A l ^ ( p ) and 
Z I a^ Xj^ l = oo, hence a <£i/\xj.p)) • I t i s a c o n t r a d i c t i o n . 
(1) 
So a € D^ (p) 
1 
(b) Let a 6 D ^ ( p ) and x e A c ^ C p ) t h a t i s 
k-1 - ^ / P j ^ /Pl k-1 - ^ / P j 
Z lavi 2 N < «• Since |a^ l ^ jsul N I N 
k=l *^  j = l K X j ^ ^ 
oo 
(k = 2 , 3 , . . ) , We have I \ :.J < -»• For x 6 A c ( p ) , 
k«l ^ ^ 
Pk - 1 
there i s an in teger k^ such tha t supj^ ^ j^^  | Axj^j £ N , 
1 "^  Pk 
where N i s a number in D (p)« We put M = J^ax^^ j^^ ^^ [ A x ^ j , 
— — o 
m = °*^"',<ic<k Pk' ^ ~ ^^'*'^^^ ^^^ define the sequence y = (y. ) 
— — o 
- l /m 
^y yjj = Xj^  L (k = 1 , 2 , . . . . ) • Then i t i s easy to see t h a t 
Pk - 1 -1 
supj^ ! A y | ^ N , and as in (3 .3 .1 ) with N replaced by N , 
we have 
l/m r 
Z ia^Xj^l = L I la^yj^l < 
k=l " '^ k=l 
31 : 
a 
This i c ^ l i e . t h a t a e ( A c ^ ( p ) ) . 
a r (1) 
Conversely, l e t a 6 ( Ac^Cp)) and a ^ D^ ( p ) . 
Then we can determine a s t r i c t l y inc reas ing sequence (k(s ) ) of 
i n t ege r s such t h a t lc(l) = 1 and 
k ( s + l ) - l k-1 ~^ /P j 
M^ = r la^l r (s+1) > 1 ( s = l , 2 , ) . 
^ k-k(s) ^ j « l 
We define the sequence x » (Xj^ ) by 
s-1 k ( i + l ) - l , - ^ / P j k-1 - ^ / P j 
Xw - .r Z . (1+ 1) + Z (s+1) 
^ 1=1 J-k(Jt) j . k ( s ) 
where k(s) <. k <. k ( s + l ) - l ; s » 1,2, 
Pk 
Then i t i s easy to see t h a t | Ax^j • l / ( s+1) 
hence x ^ Ac^(p) f and Z 1 ai,Xr,| > Z 1 = « , i . e . 
^ k = l *^  K ^ ^ 
a ^ ( A c ^ ( p ) ) . This i s c o n t r a d i c t i o n . 
So aSD^Cp). 
• 
: 32 : 
THEOREM 3«3.2 For every s t r i c t l y pos i t i ve sequence 
p = ( p . ) , we have 
(a) ( A c ( p ) ) ' ' = D ^ ( p ) Q [ a = ( a ^ ) : S k| a^| < « j « D (p) 
and 
(b) ( A L ( P ) ) = n i a = ( a j : £ a,. E N converges 
and Z N \RJ < » f =« D ( p ) , 
k - 1 K ^ -o 
Where R. •« E a^ ( k » 1,2, ) . 
^ 1) =k+l ^ 
1 
PROOF ( a ) ; For the suf f ic iency p a r t , l e t a e D (p) i . e . , a ^ 
( 1 ) r « T 
DQ ( P ) H V ^ ' (SJ^) • - ^ l^^ k^ < « j and x 6 A c ( p ) . 
Then there i s a complex number i. such t h a t 
Pk 
) A x , ^ - i | >0 ( k — > « ) . We define y = (YJ^) by 
yj^  = Xj^  + i k (k = 1,2 ) . 
Then y ^ A C Q ( P ) and 
E laj^x I < Z l a . j I S A y J + \ JA 2 k | aj^ l < « 
k=l ^ ^ k=l *^  j= l -' k=l ^ 
33 : 
a 
by Theorem 3.3.1(b) and since a 6(Ac(p)) . 
For the necessar^ / part, let us suppose that 
a a 1 
a e ( A c ( p ) ) C ( A C Q ( P ) ) « D ^ ( P ) by theorem 3.3 .1(b) 
1 
so a ^ D ^ ( p ) . Since the sequence x » (x,.) defined by 
o i* 
X k = k, (Ic = 1,2, ) i s in A c ( p ) we have 
S laj^x 1 - Z l a j l x ^ l = ? k ja j < « . 
k « l ^ '^ k=l "^  '^  k = l ^ 
( 1 ) r ~ I 1 
so a^D^ (p) fL[a = (a^) : E k 1 aj^ l < « j 
1 
That i s aGD ( p ) . 
(b) For the suf f ic iency p a r t , l e t a£D (p) and 
X ^ A I ^ C P ) * This means t h a t , 
k-1 i / P j « 1/Pk 
I a^ Z N converges and Z N | R I , | < « . 
k»l *^  j = l k=l ^ 
Pi-
Then there i s an in teger N > max | 1 , sup | Axj^} 1 . 
We have, 
n n-1 n-1 n 
Z ai,x. = - Z A x . . R . + R„ Z A x . + X, Z a. (3 .3 .2) 
k=l ^ ^ j=:i ^ ^ j= l ^ -^  k=l ^ 
(n = 1,2, ) . Obviously the l a s t term on the r i g h t in (3 .3 .2) 
: 34 
i s convergent . Since 
E l A x . l X JR.I < E N |R. l < « , the f i r s t term on the 
j= l -^ ^ " j= l -» 
r i g h t in (3 .3 .2 ) i s abso lu te ly convergent . F i n a l l y ' b y Le ma a 
k-1 1/p. 
2 .3 .5 [Chapt . 2 ] , the convergence of E a^ E N ^ implies 
lc=l ^ j « l 
k-1 ^ /P j 
lim R„ E N « 0 . so E I ai,x. j < <«. 
i T - > ~ " j = l k=l ^ ^ 
t P 
This implies t h a t a ^ { AlJ^p)) . 
p 
For the necessary p a r t , l e t a (£(Af^(p)) . 
k-1 ^ /Pj 
Since e = ( 1 , 1 , ) £ AIJP) and x - [ E N I G A I ^ C P ) , 
k-1 ^/Pj 
v*e conclude the convergence of E a,^  and E a^ E N 
k=l ^ k=sl * j - 1 
r e s p e c t i v e l y . Applying lemma 2 . 3 . 5 . [Chapt . 2] again we have 
l im k-1 ^ /P j 
n—>« R_ E N = 0 . From ( 3 . 3 . 2 ) , we [22] obtain the 
oo 
convergence of E Ax.Rj^ for a l l X 6 A X ^ ( P ) . Since 
k=^ 
x e A l j p ) if and only i f y = A x c i j p ) , t h i s implies t ha t 
f^  £ 1„ (p)» he.ce E N JR. j < « for a l l N > 1 by a well 
k=l ^ 
known theorem 2 in [ 1 2 ] . 
: 35 : 
3.4 MATRIX TRANSFORMATIONS 
In t h i s s e c t i o n , we give some matrix t ransformat ions , 
which has been i n v e s t i g a t e d by E. Malkowsky in the spaces AX„(p) , 
Ac (p ) and A c ( p ) . Malko sky also g ives the c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n 
of the c l a s s ( A 1 ^ ( P ) , Ij • 
For any complex matr ix A = (^jji^)* w® sha l l wri te 
A =» ^ ^ k ^ k ^ °^ ^^® sequence in the n row of A. Given A 
we define the matr ix B = (^nk^ ^^ *^ nk ^ *nk ~ ^n+1 k ^^*^ '^ ^»^» 
THEOREM 3 . 4 . 1 ; For every s t r i c t l y pos i t i ve seqiasnce 
P = (P)^), we have A e ( A i j p ) , ! ^ ) if and only if the following 
» 
conditions hold. 
k-l i /P j 
(a) M,(N) = sup I Z a„^ Z N | < « for a l l N > 1 , 
^ n k=l ^^ j= l 
1/p 
(b) M^CN) = sup [ E N 1 £ a„^ | ] < e, for a l l N > 1, 
(c) M- = sup 1 Z a„^l < oo. 
^ n k=l ^'^ 
PROOF: For the suf f ic iency pa r t , l e t ( a ) , (b) and 
(c) be s a t i s f i e d . Then A y ^ e ( A l j p ) ) , (n = 1,2 ) 
: 36 : 
by Theorem 3.3 ,2(b)« Hence the s e r i e s A x converges for a l l 
x € A l ^ ( p ) f (n = 1,2, . . . . ) • Fu r the r as in the proof of Theorem 
. p. 
3 . 3 . 2 ( b ) , we have for xeAJL (p) such t h a t sup | A x ^ j *^  < N, 
" k 
^ ^nk^'kl 1 ^ N ^ 1 Z a J + |x I | E a J 
k»l "*^  ^ D=l k-2)+l "*^  ^ k»l ^^ 
<. M2(N) + \x^\ M3 < 00. (n - 1,2, ) 
1^^,, ^.k-kl < -
Hence Ax ^ j ^ . 
Conversely l e t A G( A !^(p)» 5^) • The necess i ty of condi-
k-1 1/p. 
t i o n s (a'* and (c) follows from the f a c t t h a t (x . ) = [ L N -•] 
and e are in A i . ( p ) . In order to show the necess i ty of condit ion 
( b ) , we assume t h a t M2(N) = « for some N > 1 . Then for the 
mat r ix Q defined b ' q„^ = I a. (n,i) = 1 , 2 , ) . 
"•^  k=2?+l "^ 
We have Q ^ ( i^(p) f i j » by Theorem 3 in [ 1 2 ] . Hence there i s a 
r p oo 
sequence x^XAp) such t h a t sup | x I ^ = 1 and I c , x,. 7^  0(1) . 
^ i) ^ -9=1 ^^ ^ 
i ) - l 
We define the sequence y = (y ) by y = - x x,+x, {1) ^ 1 ,2 , . . . ) . 
•^ ^ j = l -^  •'• 
Then y e A x J p ) and 
37 : 
2 ^ .^ ^ y, = 2: c„,, X + X, 2 a „ . ^ 0 ( 1 ) , a con t rad ic t ion to 
the assumption A £ ( A { ^ ( P ) , J^) • Therefore we must have MjlN) < 
for a l l N > 1 . 
• 
THEOREM 3.4.2 Let 1 < p < « . Then A 6 ( l j » A c ) 
if and only if there e x i s t s an in t ege r N > 1 
such t h a t 
(a) M = sup E N la^j.! < ~ ( l / p + l / q - l ) 
(b) lim A a^j^ =» aj^  e x i s t s for each fixed k, 
n 
where A a „ ^ = a ,^^  - a„^j^^^ 
L =[x = (x^ ) : E 1x^ 1 < - ] . 
PROOF: For the suf f ic iency p a r t , suppose the condi t ions 
(a) and (b) hold and t h a t x ^ X, . Choose a fixed in teger n 2 ^ 
such t h a t 
p l / q l / q 
( E !x. I ) 1 M e / 4 , 
k=n^-Hl 
: 38 : 
I V ' ^ ) - V l ^ ^ ^ l = 1^ ^ (^nk - ^n+l.k^'^kl 
n 
o 
i i l l ^ n k - a „ , i . , l l x , l *Z | 3 j l x , l . £ ^ | a „ , i . , l | x . 
k=n^+l o 
n- - ^/^^ n p ^ /P o q - ' ^ n p 
i ( 2 1 ank - ^1+1 k' ^ ( ^ J ^ki ^ + ^ / ^ 
by v i r t u e of ( b ) , we have Aa^^j^ G c , so there i s an in teger m^  
such t h a t , 
% p 1/p ^ /q 
l^nk - ^ + l , k l < ^ / 2 ^^^^ I'^kl ) (%) ' "-^ "o-
Hence | A ^ ( X ) - Aj^^^(x)| < e / 2 + e / 2 « € • 
For the necessary p a r t , condi t ion (b) follows from the f a c t t h a t 
(k) r (*^ ) . 
e Q i , where e » ( o , o , . , . . . o , l (k - th s p o t ) , o , o , . . . . ) . 
(a) : Now, l e t T(x) = sup JA ( Ax)i . then T i s a continuous 
n 
seminorm on 1 and bounded t oo . By uniform boundedness p r inc ip le 
there i s a constant L such t h a t 
(*) T(x) < L II X II 
Put X = ( Xj,) with Xj, = 1 ( k 2 N) , o( k < N) in (•) . Therefore 
(a) holds t r u e . 
i 1^ 
^^^ 
THE ECHELON AND CO-ECHELON 
SPACES 
CHAPTER~IV 
THE ECHELON AND CO-ECHELON SPACES 
4 .1 INTRODUCTION 
The main ob jec t of t h i s Chapter i s to study the Echelon 
and co-echelon spaces introduced by Karl-Goswin Grosse-£rdmann 
[ 8 ] . I t i s observed t h a t CQ(P) i s an achelon space of order 
0 and t h a t J (p) i s a co-echelon space of order «•. While 
c(p) » c^Cp) ® < e > , Various types of dua l s , ! • • . o - , § - , Y-» 
f- duals are a lso considered in t h i s Chapter . 
4 .2 DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 
In t h i s s ec t ion , we give the following d e f i n i t i o n s and 
Nota t ions , introduced by K.G. Grosse-€rdmann in [ 8 ] . 
Along with the sequence spaces c and X ^ ( l <, if <. «•, 
we use s c r i p t ' f to d i s t i n g u i s h i t from the sequence p = (Pj,))* 
Write XQ - c^ and X ^ » l ^ ^ o r 1 < ^ . Le t 
. , ^^\ .. (n+1) (n) 
J^>= \3iv 'r. u be i. Kothe ma t t ix , i . e . a matrix with a^ > a. > i 
: 40 : 
, , (n) 
for n,k:6N ( 1 . 2 , [ 4 ] ) , and l e t V = ( l / a j ^ ^n k "^ associated 
matrix* 
Then the spaces 
T^lA) - [ x - (Xj^ ) : (x^a^ ) ^ 6 X ^ for a l l n e N J 
- c , ^^\ 1 
- n ) X = (xjj) t (x^a^ ) ^ 6 X ^ j 
and 
U ( V ) =!_'«- (x^> • ( V » k ^k ^ ^f>J 
are ca l led echelon and coechelon spaces , r e s p e c t i v e l y , of o r d e r ' ^ . 
Echelon spaces of order 1 and co-echelon spaces of order « are 
known as the echelon and co-echelon spaces of Kothe ( c p . [ l l ] , 
^ X » 8 ) . JLicA?) i s endowed with p r o j e c t i o n l i m i t topology t h a t 
(n) 
i s induced by the seminorm <?_( x) = 11 (Xj^  a^ ^ ^k^^/p ^^^ rie\^ 
with II • II being the norm in X^p. k^Cv ) i s endowed with 
the obvious inductive l i m i t topology. Thus J[_ iJO becomes an 
FK-space, / ^ o ^ ^ ^ ^" LBK-space 
: 41 : 
A Kothe ma t r ixc f i a ( aj^  ' n k ^^ sa id to s a t i s f y condit ion 
(M) if for each i n f i n i t e subset K of N and each n€.N there 
(n) (m) 
i s some n > n with infy,^j , aj^  /a^ = 0 . I t s a t i s f i e s condi-
t i o n s (S) and (N) i f for each n6N there i s some m > n with 
( n ) (m) fl ^j 
(aj. /aj^ ) 6 c or x . , r e s p e c t i v e l y . I t s assoc i ted matrix V 
i s sa id to be r e g u l a r l y decreasing i f f o r each n6N there i s 
sane m 2 n such t h a t for a l l subsets K of N infj^^j^ a^ ^ /a^ p 0 
(n) (m') 
implies infj^^j^ a,^  /aj^ /^  0 for m' ^ m (See [ 4 ] , 3 . 1 ) . 
Where p =» (pj^) i s a bounded sequence of s t r i c t l y pos i t ive 
numbers* 
4 .3 MADDOX SPACES AS (CO-) ECHELON SPACES 
Various papers have d e a l t with the topologica l and sequence 
spaces s t r u c t u r e of these spaces. See ( 6 - 1 7 , [ 2 8 ] ) . I t seems to 
have gone unnoticed, however, t h a t c (p) and X (p) belong to 
vell-known and by now wel l - s tud ied c l a s s e s of seqtjence spaces , the 
echelon and co-echelon spaces* 
We s t a r t with the following Key r e s u l t : 
THEOREM 4 . 3 . 1 ; Let p = (pj^) be a bounded sequence of 
: 42 
s t r i c t l y pos i t i ve numbers. Then 
m , 1/p. 1 
(a) c^(p) - n ^ x = (x^) : l i a n ^ | x j ^ l = o i 
Hence c (p) i s an echelon space of o rder 0 ; 
(b) I j p ) = U [ x - (x^) : sup n "", \x^\ < « j . 
Hence X (p) i s a co-echelon space of order » , 
PROOF (a) For the necessary p a r t , l e t us assucie t ha t 
X e n \ X = (x,,) : l im n jx^l - 0 . This implies t h a t 
n-1 ^ *^  k K J 
l im n I x^ » 0 for every n 6 N . Then for n6N we have 
Pk , 
I Xj^ l J . - for l a rge k. Hence x s c ^ ( p ) . 
For the suf f ic iency p a r t , l e t us assume that x ^ c ( p ) , 
Pk ° 
then for every n6N we have n.lxj^l • ^u""^ 0 ; 
Hence n . 1''icl ~ ^ k ^^ *^ ^ ^ *** ®^ ^*" wr i t e 
r ^ /Pk . I 1 
X e | x = (xj^) : l im n jxj^j • 0 ^ • So we have 
X e n \ 5c =» (xj^) : l im n ^ \x^\ - OJ . Here we have used tha t 
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(b) For the necessary p a r t , l e t us assume t h a t 
x ^ U [ x =(x j j ) : sup n - l ^ k ' ^ * * } • "^^^^ implies t h a t 
sup n I'^k' ^ ~ ^•®* "^  Ixj^l I M , then jx^l <. n . M 
for a l l k, which i s bounded because p e i ^ • Hence x e i ^ ( p ) » 
For Necessary p a r t , l e t us assume t h a t x$J[^(p) t then 
Pk - 1 / p ^ 
there i s some nGN vdth | Xj^ | £. n; Hence n .Ixj^l <. 1 
-^/Pk . . for kGN. so sup n .1x^1 < «• This means t h a t 
k ^ 
- 1 / p , 
G U X - ( x j : sup n . | x j , | < « J . 
n« l '- "^  k ic J 
Theorem 4 , 3 . 1 shows in p a r t i c u l a r t h a t CQ(P)» c(p) and £^(p) 
are indeed sequence spaces, i . e . l i n e a r . I t is no t d i f f i c u l t to 
see t h a t , conversely, boundedness of p i s a l so necessary for 
the l i n e a r i t y of these spaces . 
For the sake of completeness He [8] in t roduce some further 
sequence spaces , considered in t h i s s e c t i o n . 
•* "i/Pt, 1 
V P ) = U U = (xJ : 2 n '^ . |xj^| < - ] , 
° n=l '^  "^  k K J 
oo , i / P i -
Mjp) = Q [x = (xj^) : ^ n 1 Xj^ j < « j , 
: 44 : 
1/p, 0 «» f •'•/Pv 1 
M p ) = n j X = (x,^) : sup n | x . I < oo I 
Pjc 
•» [x =» (Xj^ ) : l im I oj^x. 1 * 0 for each ^ 6 c^ | , 
c^(p) - U [ x = (x^) : l im 1x^1 n" ^^ = o ] 
« [x = (xjj) : sup Pj^  j x j ^ S^\ < « for some S 6 c^» 
vtlth ^jj ^ 0 for a l l k j 
and 
£ ( p ) = £o^P^ •*" ^®^ 
Pjc 
= [x » (xj^) : sup l(xj^- h/S^\ < « for some t e C 
and some ^ € c^ with ^i^ z' 0 for a l l k j . 
1/p^ 
L e t ^ ( p ) denote the Kothe matrix (n ) . and \^ (p) the 
l /Pj , 
associated matr ix (n ^n k* 
Then we have, 
%^p) - :A.O(C/1(P))» Mjp) = \ (A(p) ) ,x„(p) ^x^j icp)) . 
fo^P) =.^o^V(p)). M (^p) = /1^(V(P)), i^(p) =/^(V(p)), 
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as well as 
c(p) -\(c/l(p))(5)<e> and c(p) " f^^iVip)) (S><e>, (if P <^ c^) 
Thus in order ot apply the theory of (co-) echelon spaces we have 
to determine the properties of the matrix ^ ( p ) (or equivalently 
of v(p))» T ^ following is easily obtained. 
THEOREM 4.3.2t 
(») cA^P) (®^ rather 
V(P)) is regularly decreasing for 
every p. 
(b) Jiip) s a t i s f i e s condiUon (M) if and only i f i t 
s a t i s f i e s condi t ions ( S ) , and i ff p. ——>0. 
J ^ ( p ) s a t i s f i e s condi t ion (N) if and only if I n 
for some n ^ N. 
- 1 / p , 
4 .4 DUAL SPACES 
In t h i s s ec t ion , we [8] determine the a- , p - , y - , f- duals 
of var ious spaces. 
THEOREM 4 . 4 . 1 ; (a) We have. 
) ^ = M^(p), ""o^pr M^(p ) , c^(p)* = M„(p); 
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c ^ ( p r ° M j p ) , C Q ( P ) ' « M j p ) ; 
1 
c(p)T = M j p ) , c(p) S M J P ) X C ( P ^ C ^ ) ; 
M j p ) ^ - I j p ) . Mjp)' =A»(p); 
i-Jp)*^-Vp)' 
J^(p) ' i :5 M^(p) w;.th i ^ ( p ) ' =M^(p) i f P , ^ - ^ 0 ; in 
t h a t case \ , ( p ) • W^Cp) 
i(p)-^.Mjp), 
J^ (p ) ' zDMjp) with i ^ ( p ) ' = . M j p ) i f f P j j — > 0 ; in 
t h a t case 1 (p)* = M ( p ) . 
where -I" "" ot,p,Ttf 
(b) We have 
°^  P P Y f 
c(p) = \ , c(p) = M ^ ( p ) n c s , c(p) = M . ( p ) n b s , c(p) = M ( 
o^P-
c(p) = X«,, c(p) = c(p) = lip) + bv; 
c ( p ) ' = MQ(P) X C , ( c ( p ) ' ) S I j p ) x C 
: 47 : 
PROOF (a) : excluding £(p) 
For the a -duals see [ 3 4 ] , Chapter 2 ; the p - and Y*"<iuals 
coincide with the a-duals because each of the spaces considered 
here i s normal. For the topologica l dua l s of c ( p ) , £ Q ( P ) » 
M^(p) and M ( p ) ; Apply [ 4 ] , 2 . 8 ( a ) , 2 . 7 and 3 .5 (b ) , from 
which t h e i r f -duals follow. Now cons ider ^^^(p)* Since -L,(p) 
i s a b a r r e l l e d K-space, the Banach-Stainhaus theorem implies tha t 
every element Y^iA^ip) » i^(p) de f ines an element of ijip) 
via f(x) = I Xj^ yj^ . Hence M^(p)c: i j p ) ' . Since MQ(P) = i - J p ) , 
we have t h a t l„(p) i s equ iva len t to MQ(P) being (Semi) 
r e f l ex ive which in turn i s equ iva len t to P ^ c by ( 4 . 7 , [ 4 ] ) . 
For the f-dual consider the subspace (|) of 1 (p) of a l l f i n i t e 
sequences. Since the c losure of ^ i s c (p) ( [ 4 ] , p . 3 2 ) , we 
have t h a t Ijp) = CQ(P) =» MQ(P) by ( [ 3 5 ] , 7 . 2 . 4 ) . The 
argument fo r J^ p) are s i m i l a r . There the c losure of (j) i s 
£^(p) (use theorem 3, [8] and 2 . 4 , [4 ] )« 
(b) F i r s t employ the f a c t t h a t f o r any sequence spaces 
E,F one has (E+F)'" =« E S T I F ' for f = e,p,Y and t t e r e s u l t s 
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for C Q ( P ) « Since the c losu re of (() in c(p) i s c ( p ) , we have 
f f 
c(p) a c (p) = M (p) as in ( a ) . For the second duals note tha t 
n 
M_(p) and cs have the AK-property i . e . , S x^e. — ^ x for 
° k=l ^ ^ 
every sequence x in these spaces . Hence a r e s u l t of Goes [ 7 ] , 
Sa tz , 2 . 3 ( a ) , which a lso holds for a r b i t r a r y bar re l l ed K-spaces) 
i i tp l ies t h a t c(p) = M (p) -f cs ; moreover we have 
TT PY PP P 
c(p) "• c(p) = c(p) by the AK-property of c(p) . 
The case for dip) ( p ^ c ^ ) follows as for c ( p ) . The 
r e s u l t simplify due to f a c t t h a t lA^{x})aL for every p . 
The; p-duals of c_ (p ) , c ( p ) , M.(p) and M (p) and the 
topologica l dual of c (p) have been obtained before (See [17 ] , 
[12] and [ 1 3 ] ) . 
• 
THEOREM 4 . 4 . 2 : (a) M^Cp), M j p ) and I j p ) are a - , p -
and Y-perfect for any p . 
(b) Each of the spaces c ( p ) , £ Q ( P ) and £(p) i s a - , p - , or 
Y-perfect if and only i f Pj^  — > 0 . 
(c) c(p) i s a - , p - or Y-perfect fo r no p . 
: 49 : 
(d) Each of the spaces c ( p ) , c ( p ) , M ( p ) , t J p ) » £«(p)» 
£(p)» MQ(P) ancl i ^ (p ) i s r e f l ex ive i f and only if p. > 0 . 
PROOF ( a ) ; I t i s c l e a r fro« Theorem 4 .4«1 . 
( b ) : For c^Cp) and c^ip) apply ( [ 4 ] , 4.7(4) and 4.9 
( i v ) ) . For £(p) note t h a t i f p^ > 0 , then £(p) ==£^j(p). 
Conversely, if £(p) i s •}• " Pe r f ec t , -I- » a,p,Y then 
c(p) a l ( p ) » This e a s i l y seen to inply p^ > 0 . 
(c) i s known if inf p^. > 0 , when c(p) =* c . 
k "^  
If inf p. » 0 , choose k with p^ < l / n for n6N and 
k '^  " ^n 
2 
consider the sequence x with Xj^  = l / n i f k =» k^ ,^ '^ k ~ ^ 
ii 
e l s e . Then x belongs to bv C c ( p ) ' • but not to c(p) so 
t h a t c(p) can not be -j- - p e r f e c t . 
(d) This i s by ( [ 4 ] , 4 . 7 , 4 .9) and ( [ l l ] , 2 3 . 3 . ( 5 ) , (6)) 
For c (p) and i^(p) a s se r t i on ( a ) , ( b ) , ( c ) , was obtained in 
U 3 ] . ^ 
A 
y<%. 
^=5' ^ ^ 
t 
MATRIX TRAx\SFORMATIONS 
BETWEEN THE SEQUENCE 
SPACES OF MADDOX 
CHAPTER-V 
MATRIX TRANSFORMATIONS BETWEEN THE SEQUENCE SPACES OF MADDQX 
5 .1 INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of t h i s Chapter i s to provide a comprehensive 
l i s t of matrix t ransformat ion between the sequence spaces 
l ( p ) . 
c ( p ) . c(p) and i^ (p)» There are 16 p a i r s a l t o g e t h e r . One of 
them, ( J L ( P ) , l ( q ) ) t can not be expected to be cha rac t e r i s ed 
completely he re . Even the c l a s s i c a l pa i r ( i , i ) i s an open 
problem i f 1 < p» q < «» and (Ptq) f ( 2 , 2 ) . Also, in the case 
of (E, l ( q ) ) we [9] assume t h a t qj^  i 1 for a l l k e N . Even the 
c l a s s i c a l p a i r s ( 1^ ,^ i ^ ) , ( c ^ , i ^ , ( c , 1^), ( 1^, [^ are open 
problems for q < 1 . Under these r e s t r i c t i o n s we [9] obta in a 
complete c h a r a c t e r i s a t i o n of the 16 p a i r s he re . 
In the fol lowing r e s u l t . Let L and M denote na tu ra l 
numbers, H and K f i n i t e subsets of N and a and aj^ complex 
numbers. Put K . = [ k 6 N : p j ^ < , l J , 
K^  » [ k e N : pj^  > i j and pj^ = pj^/(pj^-l) for ^^Y^, 
: 51 : 
Superma and Sums over empty sets are taken to be 0. The 
following convention should be noted: An expression lim C 
n n 
i s to be read as P < » fo r a l l nfeN and ^ — ^ 0 as n — 
^n ^ n 
while l im ^ = 0 i s to be read as ^u < * fore la rge M6,N 
M 
and M 0 as M ••• The diagram gives the number under 
which the c h a r a c t e r i s a t i o n of (E,F) i s to be found. 
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5.2 MATRIX TRANSFORMATIONS 
THEOREM 5 . 2 . 1 ; Let p = (pj^) and q = (qj^) be a bounded 
sequences of s t r i c t l y p o s i t i v e numbers. L e t A » (a^.j^) be a 
Mat r ix . Then we have ; 
0 . A 6 ( X ( p ) , I^) ( 0 . 1 ) , (0 .2) 
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(0.1) sup sup I E a . I < o., 
H keKj^ n 6 H "^ "^  
(0 .2) 3-M sup- Z I E a„. M I < « , 
H k6K2 n € H ""^  
Pk 
- 1 '^  
(0.2*) lim Sup E | E a„v M j » o , 
M H k 6 K 2 n e H ""^  
If Pk - ^ ^^^ ^k -^  -^  ^ ° ^ ^ ^ k e N , then 
A 6 ( i ( p ) , i ( q ) «=-> ( 0 . 3 ) , where 
- I / P . ''n (0.3) 3-M sup E |a„, ,M ^| < «, 
k n '^ '^  
( 0 . 3 ' ) lira sup E I a„. M ( « 0 . 
M k n "'^ 
For 1 to 3 , suppose t h a t q^ 2 1 fo r a l l k&N. 
1 . A £ ( C Q ( P ) , X(q)) <*»*» ( 1 . 1 ) , where 
-^ /Pk ^n 
(1.1) 3-M sup E 1 E a^. M 1 < « , 
K n k6K "*^  
"-"•/Pk ^^ n^ (1.1») lim sup E 1 E a„^ M I . Q . 
2 . A e ( c ( p ) , I ( q ) ) < = > ( 1 . 1 ) , ( 2 . 1 ) , where 
% (2 .1) E I E a j^^ i < « . 
n k "^ 
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3 . A e ( | ^ ( p ) , j[(q)) <=^ ( 3 . 1 ) , where 
(3 .1 ) VM sup Z I S a„^ M | < - . 
K n kGK ^ ^ 
In 4 to15 we allow a r b i t r a r y q. > 0 . 
4 . AG( X(p), c^(q)) <—» ( 4 . 1 ) , ( 4 . 2 ) , ( 4 . 3 ) , where 
^n 
(4 .1 ) l im la^^l » 0 for a l l k, 
^/^n Pk 
(4 .2 ) V-L sup sup ja j^ L | < « , 
n k e Kj^  
-^ /Pk % 
( 4 . 2 ' ) lim sup sup l^i t** I * ^ ' 
M n k 6 Kj^  
l / q „ - 1 P| 
^nk^ 
n^ - * 4 
(4 .3) V L 3 - W sup Z [a.L M l < • , 
n k GK2 
^ / % - I P t 
( 4 . 3 ' ) V-L lim sup Z I a„^ L M j = 0 . 
M n keK2 '^  
5 . A e ( c Q ( p ) , CQ(q)) ^=««> ( 4 . 1 ) , ( 5 . 1 ) , where 
1 / % -1/Pu 
(5 .1) V- L 3^ M sup L E la^j^l M < <«, 
(5.1») l i a sup (Z | a „ t | M ) = 0 . 
M n k 
k 
- l /P j , 
'nk 
-1 /p , , q. 
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6 . A 6 ( c ( p ) , c^Cq)) 4 = = » ( 4 . 1 ) , ( 5 . 1 ) , ( 6 . 1 ) , where 
( 6 . 1 ) l i ra |Z a^. = 0 . 
7 . A {iip)fCCq)) < = - > ( 7 . 1 ) , where 
( 7 . 1 ) V- M llxn (S j a ^ . j M ) - 0 . 
n k "'^ 
8 . A 6 ( i ( p ) , c ( q ) ) 4=«> ( 8 . 1 ) , ( 8 . 2 ) , ? ( a ^ ) : ( 8 . 3 ) , ( 8 . 4 ) , 
( 8 . 5 ) , where 
P, 
'J , , k ( 8 . 1 ) sup sup ja^^ l < « , n keKj^ 
- i P k 
( 8 . 2 ) ^ M sup Z l a . ^ M I < - , 
n k e K 2 
- 1 P t 
( 8 . 2 ' ) lira sup E l a „ u M [ » 0 , 
M n k 6 K 2 
( 8 . 3 ) l im l a n k - ' ^ j ^ l =0 f o r a l l k, 
n 
^^% Pk 
( 8 . 4 ) V L sup sup ( | a ^ ^ - a . | L ) < « , 
n keKj^ "^ '^  
- ^ / P k ^n 
( 8 . 4 * ) l i m sup sup ( l a „ j , - a ^ | M ) = 0 , 
M n keKj^ "'^ ^ 
( 8 . 5 ) V^  L J-M sup I ( | a „ i , - "ul L M ) < « , 
— I, 1^  rr n i t K n k e K 2 i/q„ -1 Pl^  
( 8 . 5 ' ) V- L Lira sup E ( | a „ ^ - ° ^ ^ j L M ) = 0 . 
M n k e K 2 " ^ '^  
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9 . A e ( c ^ ( p ) , c ( q ) ) < = » ( 9 . 1 ) , 3F-(aj^) : ( 8 . 3 ) , ( 9 . 2 ) , where 
(9.1) J}A sup Z \a.\ M < «•, 
n k '^ '^  
( 9 , 1 ' ) l im sup Z | a . 1 M = Q, 
M n k ""^ 
1/qn - 1 / P k 
( 9 . 2 ) V- L ? M sup L E U r i k ' ^ ' k ' ^ ^ ** 
ri ic 
- ^ / P k % 
( 9 . 2 ' ) Lim sup (E l a ^ ^ - a . ) M ) » 0 . 
M n k ""^ "^  
10 . A e ( c ( p ) , c ( q ) ) « « « > ( 9 . 1 ) , ? - a : ( 1 0 . 1 ) , ^ (a j^) : ( 8 . 3 ) , ( 9 . 2 
where 
( 1 0 . 1 ) Lim | E a ,, - a I = 0 . 
n k "'^ 
1 1 . A e ( i j p ) , c ( q ) ) « = « 0 ( l l . l ) , ^ ( a j ^ ) : ( 1 1 . 2 ) , where 
1/p,, 
( 1 1 . 1 ) V- M sup Z j a^ . I M < « , 
n k '^ '^  
^ /Pk % 
( 1 1 . 2 ) V- M Lim (Z la^j^ - ttj^l M ) = 0 . 
1 2 . A e ( i ( p ) , ijq)) < = * ^ ( 1 2 . 1 ) , ( 1 2 . 2 ) , where 
- ^ / % Pk (12 .1 ) 7-L sup sup | a_^ L I < « , 
n k e K ^ " 
: 56 : 
( 1 2 . 1 ' ) 3^ M sup sup | a „ . M I < « , 
n kGKj^ ^^ 
- ^ / % Pic 
(12.2) ? L sup E |a«jr L 1 < — 
n k6K2 
13 . A e ( c . ( p ) , t ( q ) ) • ^ — ^ ( 1 3 . 1 ) , where 
(13.1) jF M sup (E ja^^l M ) < « . 
n k ""^  
14. A € ( c ( p ) , ji (q)) <^—«^ ( 1 3 . 1 ) , ( 14 .1 ) , where 
^n (14 .1) sup |L a„^| < oo. 
n k ""^  
15. A e ( i j p ) , U<^)) «—=» ( 1 5 . 1 ) , where 
^/Pk ^n 
(15.1) V-M sup (Z \a^^\ M ) < « . 
n k 
Moreover, any priioed condi t ion i s equiva len t to the corresponding 
unprimed c o n d i t i o n . 
PROOF _0: The c h a r a c t e r i s a t i o n of ( I ( p ) , L) was 
obtained in ( [ 9 ] , p rop . 3.2 ( i i i ) ) . If qj^  2 1 ^or a l l k e N , 
: 57 : 
then j ( q ) i s p e r f e c t ( [ 1 3 ] , Theorem 4 ) , so t h a t ( [ 9 ] , Prop. 3.1 
( v i i i ) ) implies t h a t ( i ( p ) , {(q) - ( J [ ( q ) ^ l ( p ) ^ ^ » {iM^\ i ( q ) ) . 
If P|^  1 1 for a l l ken, then we have X(p) a lj<p) [28]) and 
ijp) = ilj^ (ij^) 1/pj^ by ( [ 1 2 ] ) . Hence an app l ica t ion of 
\tA ) 
( [ 9 ] , p r o p . 3 . 1 . ( i v ) , ( i x ) and p rop . 3 . 2 . (v)) y i e ld s 0 
(unpr imed) . Now, (0.2*) implies (0 .2) by our convention. 
Conversely, if there i s some M6N with 
- 1 Pic 
sup £ I z a ^ M | a C < « » , then we have 
H keiCj n6H ^^ 
- 1 PIC 
sup L 
I S a„^ ( iM) I <C/i ^0 as i > -
H k6K2 nGH ""^  
(note t h a t infj^ pj^ 2 1) • This implies ( 0 . 2 ' ) so tha t (o .2 ) 
and (0 .2*) are e q u i v a l e n t . The equivalence of (0.3) with ( 0 . 3 ' ) 
follows s i m i l a r l y in view of sup p. < » and inf qj. 2 ^ • 
K K 
5 ,7 ,13 and 1 5 . Since CQ(P) » ' ^^ ( (n n^ y) and 
-1 /Pir i ( P ) - k ( ( n *^)^ J , we obtain 5 (unprimed), 7,13 aid 15 
•^ "^  oo n , K 
immediately from ( [ 9 ] , Theorem (4 .1 ) ) and the well known 
c h a r a c t e r i s a t i o n s of ( c^»c^ ) , ( l ^ t C ^ ) , ( c ^ , £^) and ii f ij -
I 3i'^-^^^'^- yi 
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hence ( 5 . 1 ) , conversely, i f (5 .1) ho lds . Let e > 0 and choose 
2 1/q 
L > 1/e • Then there are MeN and C > 1 with (L ) " 
1 la^j^l M '^ <C for a l l n 6 N . Let G be a number with 
p £ G and Qj. 1 G ^or a l l keN and consider n ^ N . If 
q —l/p. q 
C '^  <. L, then ( I 1 a^,^| M ^) ^ < l/L < e \ e l s e we have 
q > log L/log C = o , and for X 6- N we obtain 
-^ /Pk % - V ^ -^/Pk % -^/G G 2 
(E la^^^l ( iM) ) < L (E la^^l M ) 1 Z. .C /L < < 
if X i s s u f f i c i e n t l y l a r g e . This implies ( 5 . 1 » ) , so tha t (5.1) 
and (5.1*) are e q u i v a l e n t . 
1,3,4 and 12 . Since c„(p) - f j ( c . ) l / p ^ and 
° M ° (M '^ ) 
1 (p) = U (1 ) - l / P v > we obta in 1,3 and 4 (unpriraed) 
^ ° M * (M n 
immediately from ( [ 9 ] , P rop . 3 . 2 ) , using ( [ 9 ] , Prop. 3 . 1 . ) . 
S imi l a r l y , we obtain 12 (un-primed) with, 
- i / q „ - i p ; 
( 12 .2 ' ) ^-L J M sup Z |a„u L M | < » 
n keK2 
ins tead of ( 1 2 . 2 ) . Now, the equivalence of (1.1) with ( 1 . 1 ' ) 
follows as in 0 . In 4 , (4 .2) i s equ iva l en t to 
^ / % Pk 
: 59 : 
-1/Pk '^n - 1 
V - L ? - M V - n V k e ^ S . ' ® n k * * 1 I L , which i s 
equiva len t to ( 4 . 2 » ) . The equivalence of (4 .3) and (4.3*) 
follows as in 0 . In 12 , (12.1) and ( 1 2 . 1 ' ) are e a s i l y seen to 
be equ iva l en t . Moreover, (12.2) t r i v i a l l y implies (12,2»)» the 
converse impl ica t ion follows from the f a c t t h a t if X 2 ** 
with G = sup q^, then 
k ^ 
- l / q „ pj, - l / q „ - 1 p[ 
sup E |2»nir(^L) 1 ^ sup L I a„^ L M 1 . 
n k ^ K ^ n k 6 K 2 
Hence (12.2) and ( 1 2 . 2 ' ) are equiva len t as w e l l . 
8,9 and 1 1 . Since c(p) «» CQ(P) (5)<®> arid s ince 
c ^ ( p ) c c for any p , we obta in 8,9 and 11 from 4,5 and 7, 
r e s p e c t i v e l y , by an app l i ca t ion of ( [ 9 ] , Prop. 3.1 ( v i ) ) ^ 
however with^ 
p Pk 
( 8 . 1 ' ) , (8.2*) ( a J e ( i ( p ) ) , i . e . sup \<tu \ <« and 
- 1 Pk 
' J M E 1 «u M I < , , 
keK2 
P -^/Pk 
( 9 . 1 ' ) ( \ ) e ( C o ( p ) ) . i . e , ?->' S 1 Oj^ l M < ^ and 
(11 .1 ' ) ( ^JeUjp)) , i - e - V M S 1 a I M < k ^ k oo 
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ins tead of (8.1) and ( 8 . 2 ) , (9 .1) and ( 1 1 . 1 ) , r e spec t ive ly 
( f o r the p-duals see [ 2 8 ] , [17] and [ 1 2 ] ) . I t i s a standard 
exe rc i se to show t h a t under condi t ions (8 ,4) and (8.5) 
( t ak ing L « 1) condit ion ( 8 . 1 ' ) f ( 8 . 2 ' ) i s equiva lent to 
(8 .1) and ( 8 . 2 ) . S imi l a r ly , ( 9 . 1 ' ) and (9 .1 ) are equiva len t 
under condi t ion ( 9 . 2 ) , as are ( 11 .1 ' ) and (11.1) under condit ion 
( 1 1 . 2 ) . The equivalence of (8.2) with ( 8 . 2 ' ) and tha t of (9.1) 
with (9.1*) follows as in 0 . 
2 ,6 ,10 and 14 . Since c(p) - c^(p) ® < e > , 2 ,6 , 10 and 14 
follows from 1,5,9 and 13 , r e s p e c t i v e l y , by an appl ica t ion of 
( [ 9 ] , P rop . 3 . 1 . ( v ) ) . 
M 
5.3 REMARKS 
REMARK 5 . 3 . 1 . The matrix spaces considered in 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 , 6 and ID 
have not been cha rac te r i sed before . Special cases were obtained 
in [25] ( 6 ) ; [ l 3 ] (lO) and [36] ( 6 , 1 0 ) . Conditions for 4 ,5 ,8 ,9 
and 11 t h a t are somewhat d i f f e r e n t from ours [9] are given in 
[19] ( 5 ) ; [20] ( 4 , 8 ) ; [29] (11)i [30] (9) and [ l4 j ( 9 ) . The 
: 61 : 
c h a r a c t e r i s a t i o n s in 7 ,12 ,13 ,14 and 15 are due to ROLES [24] (15) , 
Lascar ides [13] ( 1 8 ) , Maddox and WUley [20] (12 ) , Sirajudeen [29] 
(7) and Somasundaram^and Sirajudeen [31] (14) • 
REMARK 5 . 3 . 2 ; In connection with the sequence spaces of Maddox 
fu r the r sequence spaces a re of i n t e r e s t , namely the spaces M (p) 
( c p . [ 1 7 ] ) , M j p ) ( c p . [ 1 2 ] ) , l^(p) {''Xj^ in [ 1 3 ] ) , <^(p) and 
c(p) (with p ^ c^) ( c p . [ 8 ] ) . ViithAM = (n ^ ) ^ ^ and 
^ . - l / P j , 
\ / ( p ) = ( n ^ n k *'® ^^^ have the following nine spaces : 
X(p), c^(p) =:Xo(cA(p)), Mjp) » :A^( j^(p)) , i j p ) - :AjJi(p)) , 
c^(p) - lc^(V(p)), M (^p) - lc^(V(p)), i^(p) - k j V ( p ) ) , 
c(p) =»CQ(p)®<e> and, i f p ^ c ^ , £ ( p ) » CQ(P) ® <e> (cp . [8] ) . 
In add i t ion to the 16 p a i r s considered above we thus have an 
add i t iona l 65 p a i r s (E,F) . With the r e s t r i c t i o n , again, t ha t 
mappings in to x(q) r equ i r e qjj 2 ^ ^o^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ charac-
t e r i s e each of these p a i r s j u s t as in the proof of Theorem 5 . 2 . 1 ; 
one has to note t h a t V ( p ) i s r egu la r ly decreasing for every p 
and t h a t for every P ^ c there i s a subsequence (nj^) such 
t h a t X > O as k —^«» for every x g . c ( p ) . Of these new 
"k 
p a i r s only the c h a r a c t e r i s a t i o n s of (M„(p), i (q)) and (M (p ) , i . ( 
O CO OO OO 
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seem to be knovm so f a r (see [ 3 1 ] ; rep lace VM by 5^ M in 
Theorem 3 t h e r e ) , the spec i a l case (M ( p ) , c ) i s character ised 
in [ 1 3 ] . 
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